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Quand il parle de parentalité et de faÃ§on de la rÃ©partir, Cesar
Chavez explique que sa revÃ©“The country has been offered a free
pass to national health care, in a vote today!” wrote WorldNetDaily

columnist Chuck Baldwin to his online followers. “No Big Government
takeover of health care. No tearing down of your doctor. No new

taxes. Nothing! The government is giving you a free pass.
Conservatives need to react NOW!” It’s a reaction President Obama

likely wants, and a topic on which he’s earned a reputation as an
effective salesman. (Wandering around Times Square recently,

Obama was out there again, hawking his efforts in Congress). “I can’t
talk about what’s going to happen in the next 10 years. I can only do

it one day at a time,” Obama told a Daily Show correspondent last
week. Obama, a Midwesterner, naturally leans toward small-

government conservative politics. Republicans aren’t having it. “We
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can’t spend our way out of this debt,” Speaker John Boehner said
Sunday on “Meet the Press” on NBC. “We can’t agree on how to keep
the spending in line. We can’t agree on how to control the size of the
government. We can’t even agree on how to spend the money that

we’ve already appropriated.” The White House’s Office of
Management and Budget lists some of the Obama priorities this

week: * Spending bills and appropriations to be signed into law must
contain just one earmark from last year’s government spending. *

Cut funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) by $12
million, with $7 million in savings restored for the National

Endowment for the Arts, $4 million in savings restored for the
National Endowment for the Humanities, $2 million in savings

restored for the National Institutes of Health, $1 million in savings
restored for the Legal Services Corporation. * Restructure the Energy
Department, EPA, the Interior Department and other federal agencies

to cut their budgets by $5 billion. * Give senators a one-week
extension, so they can return to Washington with a public debt limit

increase in place. And that’s
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